All Cryptocurrencies/ Bitcoin: Trading, Setup, Lessons, Education,
Information, IT Complete Services
AAWISDOM Science and Engineering Services (www.aaw.link) by Christopher McGrath:
Cryptocurrency world is undeniable future and shouldn’t be ignored. Crypto trading or getting involved in crypto world,
such as playing games, NFT sales or other activities, crypto social media, farming, studying, ecommerce, dating, mining,
or anything else will take rigorous scholarly analytical skills, undeniable computer skills, complex decision making skills,
information skills, and other essential skills. Ordinary people just do not have time and energies to learn all by
themselves and do all difficult tasks without some experienced person to talk and learn from. For many people, the
required time to learn can be 5 years to lifetime (that’s how bad).

Acquiring Crypto Wallet and other Concepts- Adding native (gas fee) token, adding networks, making
transactions, understanding different blockchains and networks, transaction across different blockchains and networks,
secure wallets, connecting to DAPPs, and buying BitCoin (BTC), Ethereum (ETH), Solana (SOL), and all other Alternative
coins.

Discussions about Blockchain, Encryptions, and Networks- blockchain explorers, dangers and confusions about
various networks in crypto world, strength vs. weaknesses about dominant top networks, decentralization vs
centralization. Explanations for BEP20, BEP2, ERC, TRON, SOL, AVAX, FTM, and many other networks.

Exchange Places- Procedures and requirements for acquiring accounts, trusted exchanges vs scams, knowing various
essential services in different exchanges.

Information Hunting- Listing sites, interpreting charts, project trustworthiness vs risks.
Pools and DAO- Staking in Pools (risks vs rewards and everything else), staking at Decentralized Autonomous
Organization (DAO).

Yield Farming- Learning to form liquidities, staking to gain huge APR rewards, interpreting hidden implications for
risks/rewards.

Leverage Farming- Learning more complex staking procedures and strategies than Yield Farming, discussing my
recent discoveries about unique strategies, and making gain in both up and down ways at various farming places.

Assist in Setup to Buy/Trade and Accumulate Wealth- Various IT supports, information services, all services
described above, and possible additional services as needed.

Crypto Mining- From basic setup for GPU/CPU mining to professional level setup for those who are seriously
considering rigorous mining (ASIC/GPU). Batch file setup, various configuration for OS, GPU, Driver, CPU, and other IT
services as needed. Information and education services for beginner to professional level. ASIC miner services available
and details will be discussed further if interested.

NFT and Coin Minting- Tutorials on making NFT, trading, and minting your own tokens.
Avoiding Scams and Deceptive Snares- crypto world needs a lot of careful thoughts and analysis to avoid costly
mistakes.

I am not a millionaire yet, but I am a person even the crypto guru (millionaires) who have been in the field for over 15
years listen to and learn from…
I do not provide financial advice! I do not tell or suggest what coin to buy! I do not work for anyone; advertise for any
financial crypto project, coin, exchanges, or anything! AAWISDOM’s mission is to educate people to achieve true
freedom.
I am one person to get all your problems resolved, answer all your questions and clear confusions. I know readings,
watching videos, and talking to unfriendly incapable people do not work.
Minimal Requirements: Reliable fast computer and internet connection, some free time and comfortable to afford
service fees, and some basic computer skills, email address, and smart phone.
15 minutes free trial/intro session available via Skype.
Christopher McGrath is a professional scholar offering services in software engineering, academics, and other science
and engineering services.
SUNY Polytechnic Institute, Utica, NY
Master of Science, Computer Science, May 2004
GPA. 3.1, Dean's List
SUNY Polytechnic Institute, Utica, NY
Bachelor of Science, Applied Mathematics, May 2002
GPA. 3.50, President's List and Dean's List
URLs below has info for detail service descriptions, recommendations, resume, and career profile.
About me: https://aaw.link/ Detail works I have done and my capabilities are too large to summarize. I have
professional experiences in academia, corporate, and business world.
Professional Profile: https://aaw.link/professional-profile/
Facebook: http://facebook.com/aawisdom
PRICES:
$25/hr ($50 minimum per session for 2 hrs).

Preferred office ph (call only, no text): 716 240 7786, Best time to call: 11am--10pm.
Text: 716 903 1814 (voice call needed soon to start service).
Email: mcgrath_ch@hotmail.com.
Please email with your first name, last name, phone number included, and best time to call you. Emails are answered
every 10 minute or less!

